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AUTHORITY 

The Rende Progress Capital (RPC) Opportunity and Lending Officer (or loan officer) is 

responsible for recommending RPC business loan applications of Excluded Entrepreneurs for 

approval along with some solicitation of RPC customers for potential loans.  Excluded 

Entrepreneurs are African-Americans, Latino, Asians, Native Americans and Immigrants who 

face barriers to conventional lending due to real or perceived racial bias.  

 

As a loan officer for a mission-oriented lender using racial equity lending systems and 

culturally competency standards, the position has four responsibility areas such overseeing 

approved recommended loans for final presentation to---and consideration by---the RPC 

Loan Committee.  The officer will be responsible for verifying loan applicant financial 

statements [assets, debt details, etc.] to ensure due diligence and the presentation and 

recommendations of loans for review by the loan officer or the Managing Director of RPC.   

 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

Lending Support   

Responsible for providing opportunities in lending for RPC customers by providing them with 

high-quality and culturally competent services that will help them in their recommendation 

of loans for approval, assisting them with required production of essential application 

information for loan underwriting for conventional Community Development Financial 

Institution [CDFI] loan considerations (per RPC loan policy) and FARE(sm) (Financing 

Approval through Racial Equity) criteria.    

 

The Opportunity and Lending Officer will work with clients to identify their financial goals and 

to find ways of reaching those goals; confer with the RPC Lending Director and designated 

underwriters to aid in resolving application problems; address applicant needs or complaints 

and take appropriate action to resolve them. 

 

In assisting RPC with program support, the loan officer will stay abreast of industry trends, 

types of loans and other financial services and products in order to best meet applicant 

needs; and analyze potential loans, lending markets and develop referral networks to locate 

prospects for loans. 
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Loan Origination  

Responsible for working with the borrower in gathering documentation for application as 

required for the RPC FARE(sm) approval process.  Additional duties for this area of 

responsibility include but are not limited to the following: 

 

1. Meet with applicants to obtain information for loan applications and to answer 

questions about the process; 

2. Collect, review and analyze applicant financial status, relevant history and 

creditworthiness to determine feasibility and risk for insuring or lending.     

3. Obtain additional information on applicants to determine loan coverage needs, 

and compile copies of applicants credit history, corporate financial statements, 

and other financial information. 

4. Provide all necessary information for approved financing of the RPC applicant.   

5. Recommend RPC’s awarding of additional loan incentives based on the FARE(sm) 

system criteria—of which the officer will also verify in loan approval documents.   

6. Conduct research of the applicant, evaluate insurance claims for accuracy to loan 

coverage amount, and review all pertinent financial information to determine ATR 

(Ability To Repay) of the borrower.   

7. Responsible for providing loan approval packages (their recommendations, 

financial information and FARE criteria application points) to the loan committee 

for RPC customer financing of their business, and be knowledgeable to articulate 

finding of facts to management and the loan committee. 

 

 

Loan Underwriting:  The Opportunity and Lending Officer would direct and manage aspects 

of loan underwriting basics such as verifying income, assets, debt and business document 

details of loan applicants in order to issue final approval or disapproval of a loan request in 

order to assesses the risk of the loan applicant and potential loan.   

 

Lending:  Customer Cultivation 

The officer embraces the value of helping the borrower to be successful throughout their 

journey through personal/technology communication, review of financial statements and 

management of loan information in databases to document communication and contact 

with borrowers.  The officer will also refer and recommend loan applicants requiring business 

technical assistance services to the RPC Business Development Director. 
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Cultural Competency and Relationship Management 

The officer will be the lead---with oversight by the Opportunity Lending Director & President 

for Opportunity or the Managing Director of RPC---on matters of: 

 

❏ Collecting payments---both timely and delinquent. 

 

❏ Detection and analysis of problem loans; and work in culturally 

competent ways on payment plans and opportunities to avoid delinquent 

loans. 

 

❏ Working with the Opportunity Lending Director & President for Opportunity 

and Portfolio Manager on risk-rating management. 

 

❏ Ensuring documentation of RPC’s financial and social impact criteria on 

loans to assist RPC’s effective application of such criteria and to assist 

portfolio management’s tracking of RPC’s loan performance, and 

financial and social well-being of the borrower. 

 

Qualifications 

An ideal candidate will have at least 3 to 5 years in underwriting, loan origination, 

commercial lending at a bank, credit union or Community Development Financial Institutions 

(CDFI); possess a bachelor's degree in finance, economics, business management or a 

related field. Computer skills are required; a high proficiency with industry technology to 

include sales and lending applications to include knowledge of applications for loan 

origination and finance. The candidate should be a neutral party in an effort to provide a 

fair and accurate process in evaluating risk and ensuring lendability of applicants. 

 

Exceptional communication and interpersonal skills are required, as well as qualitative and 

quantitative analysis skills.  A commitment for attaining pertinent industry certifications and 

licensure is necessary. In addition to the completion of continuing education for maintaining 

applicable certifications, the loan officer would embrace continuous learning growth in 

lending administration, project management skills, time-management and organization skills, 

CDFI lending knowledge and other best practices that develop current responsibilities of 

recommending loans for approval and quality reviews are required. Spanish verbal and 

speaking skills are encouraged. 

 

Reporting & Oversight:  RPC Co-founder, Chair and Managing Director 

 
RPC is a mission-driven lender of loans to Excluded Entrepreneurs who face social and financial barriers to acquiring 

traditional loans because of bias and racial inequity.  The use of racial equity and inclusion in lending also drives our 

hiring practices, contracting, workplace policies and board recruitment.  Inclusion and racial equity are also a formal 

part and process in our partnership agreements, our proprietary lending systems as well as using W.K. Kellogg 

Foundation Racial Equity Concepts and Racial Equity Impact Assessments in RPC lending decisions.  

  


